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We applied the Effective Liquid Drop Model (ELDM) to predict the alpha-decay, 

cluster emission and cold fission half-life-values of nuclei in the region of Superheavy 

Elements (SHE). The present calculations have been made in the region of the ZN-plane 

defined by 155 < N < 220 and 110 < Z < 135. Shell effects are included via the Q-value 

of the corresponding decay case. We report the results of a systematic calculation of the 

half-life for the three nuclear decay modes in a region of the ZN-plane where superheavy 

elements are expected to be found. Results have shown that, among the decay modes 

investigated here, the alpha decay is the dominant one, i. e. the decay mode of smallest 

half-lives. Half-life predictions for alpha decay, cluster emission and cold fission for the 

isotopic family of the most recent SHE detected of Z=115 and for the isotopic family of 

the already consolidated SHE of Z = l l l are presented. 

PACS number(s): 23.60.+e, 23.70.+j, 25.85.Ca 
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The first papers reporting on superheavy elements calculations were published during 

the 60's [1-4]. However, the experimental exploration of this area became more intense 

during the last decade, and the detection of superheavy nuclei has been reported in the last 

few years [5,6]. Recently, the superheavy nuclei 287115i72 and 288115173 have been detected 

[7]. From the theoretical point of view, the extension of the Periodic Table towards the 

superheavy "island of stability" is very important for testing and developing nuclear 

structure models, as one can see in Ref. [8]. An excellent review article on superheavies 

can be found in Ref. [9]. 

The half-lives of different radioactive decay modes such as alpha decay, cluster ra-

dioactivity, and fission are important to identify the decay chains of SHE, which are the 

experimental signature of their formation in fusion reactions. 

A simple theoretical approach has been proposed by Singh et al. [10] to study the 

cluster decay of some heavy and super-heavy nuclei (see also Refs. [11] and [12]). The 

proposed model is based on the fragmentation theory [13] and on the preformed cluster 

decay model proposed by Gupta and Malik [14]. Nuclear lifetimes for cluster radioactivity 

of SHE and nuclei far off the /3-stability line (Z = 52-122) have been calculated in a pioneer 

work by Ponearu et al. [15]. 

In the present work we applied the Effective Liquid Drop Model (ELDM), which has 

been already used very successfully in the prediction of half-life-values of hadronic decay 

modes of a number of nuclei [16-22] to predict the alpha-decay, cluster emission, and 

cold fission half-life-values for nuclei in the region of SHE. Within the ELDM context the 

Coulomb and surface energies for the dinuclear shapes have been calculated analytically, 

thus obtaining the barrier penetrability factor for a range of mass asymmetry covering all 

these processes. Shell effects have been included via Q-values of the corresponding decay 

case, where the mass-values of the participating nuclei have been taken from Ref. [23]. 

The emission process is characterized by a molecular-like phase, where the daughter and 

emitted partners are overlapping. In this situation, two extreme descriptions for the mass 

transfer between the spherical fragments are considered in the literature, namely, the Vary-

ing Mass Asymmetry Shape (Vmas) and the Constant Mass Asymmetry Shape (Cmas). 
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These two descriptions have been already detailed in Refs. [ 17 -20 ,22 ,25 ] . Gamow's pen-

etrability factor [26] can be calculated by considering two different inertia coefficients: 

Werner-Wheeler's [27] and effective inertia coefficients [17]. In this work we have used 

the V M A S mass transfer and Werner-Wheeler's inertia coefficients. In table A of Ref. [21] 

one can find the numerical values of the two free model parameters used for the different 

nuclear decay modes of heavy nuclei.These values are being applied here to nuclei of the 

superheavy elements region. 

At this point, we wish to emphasize the effetive character of the potential barrier of 

the ELDM. Accordingly, for the surface potential energy we have introduced an effec-

tive surface tension, aeff, to the system in the molecular-like phase, defined through the 

equation 

z2 z\ z\ 
Rp i?2 

+ 47raeff(Rp - R \ - Rl) = Q, (1) 

where Z^e (i = p, 1,2) are the nuclear charges, respectively, of the parent, emitted, and 

daughter nuclei. The final radii of the fragments should be given by 

- Í Z\l'z 

R l = \ i ) Rp' 2 = 1,2 (2) 

to be consistent with the uniform charge distribution considered in the Coulomb potential. 

The radius of the parent nucleus is determined by the simple formula 

Rp = rQA]/3 (3) 

where r0 is the most significant free parameter of the model (see Table A of Ref. [21]). We 

remark that this definition for the surface tension establishes the effective character of the 

model because the difference between the energies of the initial and final configurations of 

the system reproduces the energy released in the disintegration, the Q-value. Therefore, 

for thg surface potential energy we have 

V3 = aeB(S1+S2). (4) 

Here Si and S2 denote the surfaces of the emitted and daughter nuclei, respectively. An-

other important point to remark is that although the model has been developed under the 
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approximation of spherical fragments, the effect of deformation has been partially taken 

into account in the height of the barrier, through the Q-value of the reaction and the 

effective separation of the fragments at contact, which is dictated by the nuclear radius 

parameter, r0. For cold fission cases, the influence of a possible, actual quadrupole de-

formation of fragments on the height of the barrier is certainly important, and it should, 

on a time, be incorporated explicitly into the present ELDM. The effect of the prolate 

deformation of fragments, for instance, is to lower the fission barrier at the contact con-

figuration, therefore changing substantially (perhaps by a few orders of magnitude) the 

half-life of the cold fissioning system. The somewhat high value of r0 = 1.39 fm used 

throughout the present cold fission half-life calculation is an attempt to overcome the 

difficult of the model in dealing with the actual fragment deformation. As it was done in 

Ref. [21], the cold fission and cluster emission processes are distinguished by their degree 

of mass asymmetry. By defining the mass asymmetry coefficient as 

A2 ~ Ax 

where Aiand A2 (A2 > Ai) are the two fragments mass number, we have defined the cold 

fission process as the nuclear binary decay mode such that r] < 0.25, while for r] > 0.25 

the process is as a cluster emission decay mode. Due to the different mass asymmetry 

mode involved in both cases we defined the total cold fission half-life, rCf, such that 

r = <6> Tcf m Tm 

with m covering all events of rj < 0.25. The cluster emission half-life, rce, is 

' ce m ' Tn 

with m covering all events of 77 > 0.25. The total nuclear half-life, considering the three 

hadro.nic decay modes is given by 

1 1 1 1 
— = - + — + — . (8) 
TC Ta Tce Tcf 

We have performed the calculations in the region of the ZN plane defined by 155 < 

N < 220 and 110 < Z < 135. In fig.l we show the results obtained for the alpha-decay 
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half-life values (top) and for the total nuclear half-life values (bottom) as a function of 

the proton and neutron numbers (intervals of 3.5 units of the decimal logarithm of the 

half-life expressed in second). We note that the alpha-decay mode is the dominant mode 

of decay among the three nuclear processes considered. In figures 2-5 we show the decimal 

logarithm of calculated half-life-values vs. neutron number for each isotopic family with Z 

between 110 and 133. For lower Z-values (Figs. 2 and 3), we note a local minimum around 

iV=184 which may be associated with the possible occurrence of a spherical neutron shell 

closure at iV=184. Since deformation effects have not been fully included in the ELDM, 

no typical trend around the deformed shell at N—162 should be seen for Z > 113. This is 

because the mass predictions by Mõller et al [23] may not be totally reliable for nuclei of 

higher values of Z and A. We recall that shell effects are incorporated into the ELDM by 

means of the Q-value for decay obtained from the mass formula used in the calculation [23]. 

In Fig. 6 it is shown the half-life values for the three decay modes of SHE for the isotopic 

family with Z = l l l (part (a)) and for the isotopic family of the most recent case of SHE 

detected (Z=115, part (b)). Note that the half-life-values for alpha-decay are smaller (by 

various orders of magnitude) than the half-lives for the other two processes, therefore being 

alpha decay the dominant decay mode as shown in Fig 1. It is important to mention that 

the present calculated half-life-values for the cold fission process are greater than those we 

can find in Ref. [24], because this latter work considers the ordinary spontaneous-fission 

process. Spontaneous-fission exhibits a distribution, among others, of kinetic energy of 

the fragments. The most appropriate experimental data to be compared with ours should 

be exclusive in the kinetic energy of fragments, i.e., modes of nuclear break-up leading to 

fragments with kinetic energy very near to the Q-value. In Table 1 we show a comparison 

between calculated and experimental decay data for the alpha emission mode. 

We remark that our theoretical predictions for the alpha decay half-lives of the recent 

detected cases of 168. < N < 173 using the Q-values from Ref. [23] differ from the 

experimental determination by less than three orders of magnitude (see Table 1, 6 th 

column). However, if the experimental Q-values from Ref. [7] are used in the ELDM 

routine instead of those obtained from the mass table by Mõller et al. [23], the resulting 
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calculated half-lives become closer to the experimental ones, therefore showing an excellent 

agreement between each other (see last column of Table 1). We recall that the present half-

life predictions have been obtained under the assumptions of i) ground state to ground 

state alpha transitions, and ii) no centrifugal effects (/ = 0) considered. To conclude, 

we expect the ELDM to be helpful in predicting, within one order of magnitude or so, 

the half-life for the alpha decay, cluster emission and cold fission processes half-life of 

superheavy elements. 

In summary, we are reporting the results of ELDM for a systematic calculation of 

the half-life for the nuclear fragmentation modes (alpha decay, cold fission and cluster 

emission) in a region of the ZvV-plane where superheavy elements are expected to be 

found. 
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TABLE I. Comparison between experimental results and ELDM predictions. All data pre-

sented in this table are referred to the a decay mode. 

Isotope Experimental3, Calculated , ELDM 

Half-life Q-value Half-life Q-valueb 5C Half-life Q-valuea 

(ms) (MeV) (ms) (MeV) (ms) (MeV) 

288115 07+105 8 '-30 10.61±0.06 1.07 x 103 10.13 -1.1 5.19 x 101 10.61 0.2 

284113 (0 .48 íg j 8 ) x 103 10.15 ± 0.06 2.11 x 105 9.15 -2.6 2.12 x 102 10.15 0.4 

2 8 0 m (3.6^:3) x 103 9.87±0.06 5.51 x 101 10.14 1.8 2.96 x 102 9.87 1.1 

287115 3 2 t i f 10.74 ± 0.09 5.12 x 102 10.25 -1.2 2.48 x 101 10.74 0.1 

283113 looti!0 10.26 ± 0.09 4.71 x 104 9.36 -2.7 1.10 x 102 10.26 0.0 

279U 1 17n+810 1 ' u -80 10.52 ± 0.16 5.62 x IO"1 10.93 2.5 5.60 x 10° 10.52 1.5 

a From Ref. [7]. 

b From Ref. [23], 

c ó = log10 where r e x p is the experimental half-life (2nd column), and r c a j is the 

calculated one (4 th and 7 t h columns). 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. Color diagram for the decimal logarithm of the calculated alpha-decay half-life 

(top) and total half-life (botton). The scale at right indicates the half-life ranges. 

Fig. 2. Decimal logarithm of calculated total half-life in second vs neutron number for 

Z-110 to Z=115. 

Fig. 3. The same as in Fig2. for Z=116 to Z=121. 

Fig. 4. The same as in Fig2. for Z=122 to Z=127. 

Fig. 5. The same as in Fig2. for Z=128 to Z=133. 

Fig. 6. Decimal logarithm of total half-life-values for alpha decay (squares), cluster 

radioactivity (circles), and cold fission (triangles) decay modes vs. neutron number 

for Z = l l l (top) and Z=115 (bottom). For clarity, only results for even-neutron 

isotopes are shown (quite similar result is seen for odd-neutron isotopes). 
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